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Bovine and equine urogenital surgery.
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Book : Bovine and equine urogenital surgery. 1980 pp.x + 277 pp.

Abstract : T his is really four books in one because the authors, quite prope
divided it into sections under "Bovine Male", "Bovine Female", "Equine Male"
Female". Mercifully, in the text, the bovine male becomes a bull and the fema
cow. T he authors assumed that their readers would have "a basic knowledg
procedures as well as a general understanding of the fundamental subjects
physiology, pathology and microbiology". T hey do, however, deal with anaes
two species - briefly but in sufficient detail. Examination of the genitalia is we
as are diagnoses of the various conditions. Where appropriate, a conservati
to the problem is advocated. T he operations are beautifully illustrated with b

photographs - so well that, in a few cases, the text is barely necessary. Colo
photographs might have been even more valuable but the present ones, be
are of good quality and well chosen, are adequate. T here are short lists of s
reading but the practitioner who owns this book will rarely need to read mor
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